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The nuclear polarization of H2 molecules formed by recombination of polarized H atoms on a Cu
surface was measured as a function of external magnetic field and of temperature of the surface. The
proton polarization of the molecules was determined by scattering of a longitudinally polarized 203-MeV
proton beam in the Indiana University Cyclotron Facility storage ring. The nuclear polarization of the
molecules, relative to the polarization of the atoms before recombination, increased from near zero in
a weak magnetic field to 0.42 6 0.02 in a 0.66 T field. A simple model of the relaxation accounts
quantitatively for the observations.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.87.042701 PACS numbers: 29.25.Pj, 34.90.+qConventional spin-physics experiments in high energy
and nuclear physics use as targets hydrogenous substances
such as NH3 at low temperatures, whose protons are polar-
ized by microwave irradiation. However, during the past
few years, increased use has been made of polarized hy-
drogen and deuterium gas targets, which are placed in the
circulating beam of storage rings. In order to increase the
target thickness over that obtained by a jet of polarized
H atoms, the beam from atomic beam sources is directed
into an open cell (“storage cell”) in which the atoms make
several hundred collisions before escaping from the tar-
get [1]. One example is the series of experiments by the
HERMES Collaboration, which has studied, e.g., deep in-
elastic scattering of 27.6 GeV electrons from a polarized
H target at DESY [2]. Other applications are measure-
ments of spin correlation parameters in proton-proton scat-
tering at the Indiana University Cyclotron Facility (IUCF)
[3], and studies of electronuclear form factors at Novosi-
birsk [4] and at the electron storage ring in Amsterdam,
NIKHEF [5]. The polarization of the H atoms in such a
target can be monitored by an atomic polarimeter which
determines the relative populations of the four hyperfine
states of H. However, a fraction of the atoms recombines
to form H2, whose nuclear polarization is unknown, which
causes a significant systematic error in some of the above
measurements.
This raises the interesting question: To what extent
is the nuclear polarization of the atoms preserved after
recombination? A recent measurement with deuterium
[6] reported that the molecules retain the tensor po-
larization of the atoms, but the statistical uncertainty
of the measurements (fraction polarization retained701-1 0031-90070187(4)042701(4)$15.00 0.81 6 0.31) was very large. Here we report the first
measurements on the recombination of H atoms and
the first study of the dependence on magnetic field and
temperature of the surface where recombination takes
place.
The idea of the experiment is to compare the nuclear po-
larization Pat of the atoms from the atomic beam source [7]
to the nuclear polarization Pmol of the molecules when the
atoms are allowed to recombine on a copper surface. The
nuclear polarization is measured by passing a 203 MeV
polarized proton beam through a target cell containing the
gas to be analyzed, making use of the large spin correla-
tion coefficient Azz in pp scattering, as described in more
detail below.
A simplified scale drawing of the equipment is shown
in Fig. 1. A beam of polarized H atoms in a pure spin
state (state 1, mI  12, mj  12, see Ref. [8]) passes
through a 13 cm long, tapered entrance tube and enters
the recombination cell. In the recombiner, which is made
of copper and is lined with copper mesh, the atoms en-
counter enough wall collisions to lead to almost complete
recombination. The H2 molecules (and some remaining
atoms) diffuse out of the recombiner into a thin-walled Al
target cell (length 25 cm, diameter 1.2 cm) through which
the proton beam passes. The recombination cell is sepa-
rated from the target cell by a remotely operated valve. To
measure Pat the valve is closed, in which case the atoms
from the polarized beam source diffuse into the target cell
with negligible loss in polarization, because they encounter
only the Teflon-coated surfaces of the recombiner valve
and the target and entrance tubes, which are known [9,10]
to strongly inhibit depolarization and recombination. The© 2001 The American Physical Society 042701-1






FIG. 1. Schematic scale drawing of recombiner volume and
target cell. (1) Tapered Teflon-coated entrance tube for polarized
H atoms; (2) 203 MeV proton beam; (3) Teflon-coated Al target
cell; (4) pneumatic valve actuator; (5) Teflon valve; (6) copper
recombiner; (7) superconducting current loop.
present measurements determine the polarization Pmol of
the H2 molecules, relative to the polarization of the atoms
before recombination:
R  PmolPat . (1)
The magnetic field is provided by a superconducting coil
(Fig. 1) which produces fields up to 0.66 T at the recom-
biner. Thus, the available field is large compared to the
critical field of the hyperfine interaction in H of 50.7 mT
[8]. To avoid the large distortion of the proton closed orbit
that a transverse B field would have entailed, B was cho-
sen longitudinal (z direction). Forward wire chambers and
scintillators detected protons from pp elastic scattering at
lab angles in the range 30± 60±. Event identification de-
pended on detection of two protons in coincidence, with
the requirement that they be coplanar.
Parity conservation requires the longitudinal analyzing
power to be zero. Consequently, to measure the longitudi-
nal target polarization, one needs to resort to a spin corre-
lation measurement (polarized beam and polarized target).
The number of observed pp coincidences for longitudi-
nal beam polarization p and target polarization P can be
written as
Y  kta 1 1 pPAzzu , (2)
where the dependence of Y on proton beam current was
removed by dividing the observed number of counts by
the integrated beam current obtained from a current trans-
former. In the above equation, target polarization P stands
for either Popen or Pclosed, depending on whether the re-
combiner valve is open or closed, and the constant k con-
tains factors such as the pp cross section and detector
efficiencies. The spin correlation coefficient Azz has re-
cently been shown [11] to be near 1 in the vicinity of042701-2ulab  45±, but the precise values of p and Azz are unim-
portant here because they cancel in the ratio PopenPclosed.
The target thickness ta is a function of the degree of
dissociation of the target gas because the conductance de-
pends on the mass of the target particles.
Data acquisition cycles were 4 min long. During each
cycle, the recombiner valve was switched between the
open and the closed position twice. At the end of a cy-
cle, the stored proton beam was dumped. For every third
cycle, the polarization of the injected beam was turned
off. This allowed taking the ratio of Y [Eq. (2)] for po-
larized and unpolarized beams to determine pPopenAzzu
or pPclosedAzz u , depending on whether the valve-open
or the valve-closed part of the cycle is evaluated. As a
check, the beam polarization p was reversed in sign after
every polarized cycle.
Ideally, the degree of dissociation, a, defined as the
fraction of hydrogen which is in atomic form,
a  nHnH 1 2nH2 , (3)
should beaclosed  1when the recombiner valve is closed,
and aopen  0 when the valve is open. Under this con-
dition, R  PmolPat  PopenPclosed . Prior to installa-
tion in the IUCF storage ring, the recombiner was tested
by analyzing the gas emerging from the target tube with
a quadrupole mass analyzer. Recombination .85% was
achieved, but only after lining the inside of the recombiner
with copper mesh to increase the number of wall collisions.
To guard against changes in the surface properties of the
recombiner, the degree of recombination was monitored
throughout the measurements, and the deviation from the
ideal case was taken into account in the data analysis, as
described below.
To monitor a, we made use of the yields [Eq. (2)] mea-
sured with an unpolarized beam, Y  kta. In the ideal
case, Y would increase by a factor
p
2 when the recom-
biner valve is opened, because the gas conductance is pro-
portional to 1
p
m, where m is the mass of the particles
in the target. In practice, the increase will be ,
p
2. The
value of YopenYclosed found here is 1.364 6 0.004, inde-
pendent of the strength of the magnetic field (x2  0.9
for the entire data set) which is 3.7% below the idealp
2. This can be due either to molecules present in the
target even with the recombiner valve closed (aclosed 
0.879 6 0.010, aopen  0), or to incomplete recombina-
tion inside the copper recombiner when the recombiner
valve is open (aopen  0.089 6 0.007, aclosed  1), or
to some combination of the two.
The data analysis was carried out for both extreme as-
sumptions about a. The values of R are shown in Figs. 2
and 3, where the error bars are probable errors that include
the uncertainty from statistics as well as the systematic
uncertainty from the incomplete knowledge of aopen and
aclosed discussed above.
The data analysis took into account corrections for con-
tributions from background (2%) and loss of counts from042701-2
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FIG. 2. Fraction R of proton polarization of the H atoms that
is retained in the H2 molecules after recombination on a room
temperature copper surface in a magnetic field B. The error bars
are probable errors that include the uncertainty from statistics as
well as the systematic uncertainty from the incomplete knowl-
edge of aopen and aclosed (see text). The curve is calculated
from Eq. (4).
dead time (,2%). Measurements with H2 in the target cell
showed that the detector yield decreased by 2.1 6 0.2%
when the recombiner valve was opened because of a leak
in the recombiner. A corresponding correction was applied
to the open/closed yield ratios. The fraction R of polariza-
tion retained in the molecules shows a strong dependence
on magnetic field B applied to the recombiner and target
cell (Fig. 2), but almost no dependence on temperature as
long as the recombiner temperature is above 70 K (Fig. 3).
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FIG. 3. Fraction R of proton polarization of the H atoms that
is retained in the H2 molecules after recombination on a copper
surface at different temperatures T for a fixed magnetic field
strength B  0.44 T. The curve is based on measurements of
the polarization of hydrogen atoms in a Cu cell in which about
65% of the atoms recombined; see Ref. [15].042701-3nuclear polarization retained by the molecules rises from
near zero to R  0.42 6 0.02.
If no loss in proton polarization occurred, one would
observe R  1. Assume for a moment that, in a suffi-
ciently strong external magnetic field, the proton spins of
the H2 molecules and of the H atoms in the gas phase
are preserved. However, recombination H 1 H ! H2 re-
quires at least one of the atoms to be adsorbed on the wall
prior to recombination, since, at our very small gas densi-
ties, volume recombination is completely negligible. The
wall atoms are likely to be depolarized by fluctuating fields
on the surface, so that the resulting net nuclear polariza-
tion of the molecules coming off the wall is half of the
original proton polarization of the H atoms, i.e., R  12.
Additional loss of polarization from other processes may
arise, e.g., when two atoms on the surface recombine with
each other. Indeed, Fig. 2 is not inconsistent with R rising
asymptotically to R  12 for large B.
We interpret the decrease in R at low B as arising from
spin relaxation of the ortho-H2 molecules during the time
periods between wall collisions. In free flight, internal
molecular fields Bc from the spin-rotation interaction
(B0  2.7 mT) and the direct dipole-dipole interaction
(B00  3.4 mT) [12] cause the nuclei to rapidly precess
about a direction that is skew to the external field by
u  BcB. The orientation of Bc is randomized by each
wall collision. Between successive wall collisions, the
component of the polarization along the external field
decreases by an amount BcB2; thus, after n wall bounces,
R  R0 exp2nBcB2 . (4)
We extend the analysis of [12] to obtain Bc 
1.19 43B
02 1 2425B
00212  5.4 mT for the J  1 ro-
tational state [13]. Accounting for the 12% of the
orthomolecules in the J  3 state at room temperature
increases Bc to 6.1 mT. Assuming R0  0.46, and an
exponential distribution of n with a mean of 1000, gives
the curve in Fig. 2. Thus, the molecular polarization is in
quantitative agreement with theoretical expectations.
The present calculation of the mean n, estimated to be
accurate to630%, is complicated by the fact that the walls
of the recombiner were lined with copper mesh to increase
n compared to a bare wall. The calculation of n must
consider wall collisions in the target tube, wall collisions
before recombination occurs, and account for the 65%
chance that atoms in the tube diffuse back into the recom-
biner. A complete Monte Carlo calculation of the distribu-
tion of n is in progress.
Thus far, we have tacitly assumed that depolarization of
the H atoms in the gas phase is negligible. Indeed mea-
surements show that those H atoms that escape recombi-
nation retain their polarization even after hundreds of wall
collisions. Price and Haeberli [14,15] injected polarized
atoms into target cells and ionized the target gas by an elec-
tron beam, with subsequent mass analysis of the extracted
ions. Depending on wall material and wall temperature, the042701-3
VOLUME 87, NUMBER 4 P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S 23 JULY 2001fraction of H that remained in the cell changed, but their
polarization was retained. Only when the wall temperature
was lowered below 70 K did the polarization of the atoms
drop very rapidly. This observation is supported by results
in the HERMES experiment: when the surface of the target
cell was accidentally damaged by the circulating electron
beam, about 80% of the atoms experienced recombina-
tion, but the remaining 20% of the atoms were fully polar-
ized [16].
From the information given above, we can predict how
R should depend on wall temperature T of the recombiner.
Figure 3 shows data for a fixed magnetic field B  0.44 T.
The only temperature dependence in Eq. (4) arises from
the decrease in the J  3 population, causing a change in
Bc from 6.1 mT at 300 K to 5.4 mT at 40 K. The cor-
responding change in R at B  0.44 T is 3.1%, which is
below the accuracy of our data. Thus R  const, in agree-
ment with observation down to T  100 K (Fig. 3). The
rapid drop of R below 70 K is almost certainly associated
with the depolarization of the H atoms mentioned in the
preceding paragraph. In Fig. 3 the curve shows measure-
ments of the polarization of H atoms in a Cu cell with
80 wall collisions as a function of wall temperature. The
larger number of wall collisions in the present experiment
explains why the drop in R occurs at a somewhat higher
temperature. Note that, in the present measurements, Tcell
was held above 130 K so that depolarization in the mea-
surement of Pat is negligible.
In summary, measurements of high statistical accuracy
have been made of nuclear polarization of H2 molecules
which result from the recombination of polarized H
atoms on Cu. It is found that, for the strongest magnetic
fields available (0.66 T), the nuclear polarization of
the molecules is nearly half of the polarization of the
recombining atoms, which we interpret to result from
the recombination of a depolarized atom on the wall and
a polarized atom in the gas phase. The decrease of the
polarization at lower B is consistent with the assumption
that the polarization of the molecules is lost by coupling
of the proton spin to the magnetic field of the molecule’s
rotational motion. The decrease of molecular polarization
below 100 K is expected from available data on the
polarization loss of hydrogen atoms in collisions with
cold walls.
Further studies are needed of the depolarization mecha-
nism in recombination of H atoms. It would be interesting
not only to vary the number of wall collisions but also
the hyperfine state composition of the recombining atoms.042701-4Also, measurements on the recombination of deuterium
atoms would be of interest. For deuterium, the ortho-
molecules at room temperature and below are primarily
in the J  0 rotational state and thus should show less de-
polarization at low B.
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